
Only ONE candidate for 
the 8th House District 
had the bad judgment 
to give to the Obama 

Victor y Fund.
Now, he wants to 

become YOUR State 
Representative.



Attorney Darrell Moore vs. Accountant Tom Gann - A Contrast in Judgment

Attorney Darrell Moore

Moore can perhaps be excused 
for donating to Obama’s campaign 
in 2008. Many were tricked by 
the false narrative of “Hope and 
Change.” 

However, by funding Obama’s 
super PAC in 2012, Moore 
demonstrated extreme bad 
judgment. 

Moore’s support of Obama 
occurred AFTER Obamacare, 
calls for gun control and Obama’s 
attempt to control education by 
bribing states into implementing 
standards such as Common Core.

As our State Rep. Moore would be 
responsible for casting hundreds of 
votes for us. Why should House 
District 8 voters believe Moore 
would suddenly start to show 
good judgment as he casts these 
many votes?

May 2007 - Attorney Darrell Moore makes his first 
donation to Obama.

July 2007 - Speaking in Chicago, Obama calls for new 
gun controls.

March 2010 - Obamcare is pushed through Congress 
aided by shady strategies such as the “Cornhusker 
Kickback” and “Louisiana Purchase.”

July 2012 - Despite all of the above, Darrell Moore gives 
to Obama again! This time he funds the Obama Victory 
Fund Super PAC. Moore and liberal elites from across the 
nation donate millions to the seedy super PAC. 

Accountant Tom Gann
Gann has always opposed 
Obama’s policies and federal 
government overreach.

As a school board member, Gann 
led the opposition to the federal 
government’s attempt to implement 
Outcomes Based Education (OBE). 

Gann isn’t playing the shady 
Darrell Moore/Obama super 
PAC campaign finance game. 
He is refusing all gifts and 
contributions from lobbyists and 
the PACs that hire lobbyists. 

Gann wants to prove it is possible to 
win an election without their money. 
He will not owe them anything!

As the only accountant in the 149 
member Legislature, Gann will lead 
the effort to make state government 
accountable and will continue to 
apply wise judgment and opposition 
to federal overreach.
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Tom Gann is calling on outside groups and 
super PACs to stay out of the House District 
8 race. “Voters don’t like the Obama/
Moore super PAC game. It’s my hope 
that these groups will stay out of District 
8 - regardless of which candidate they 
support.”


